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ABSTRACT

In the examination of pressure boundary tubes in steam generators of commercial pressurized water nuclear power
plants (PWR's), it is critical to know exactly which particular tube is being accessed. There are no definitive
landmarks or markings on the individual tubes. Today this is done manually, it is tedious, and interrupts the normal
inspection work, and is difficult due to the presence of water on the tube surface, plug ends instead of tube openings
in the field of view, and varying lighting quality.

In order to eliminate the human error and increase the efficiency of operation, there is a need to identify tube position
during the inspection process, independent of robot encoder position and motion.

A process based on a Cognex MVS-8200 system and its application function package has been developed to
independently identify tube locations. ABB Combustion Engineering Nuclear Power's Outage Services group, USPPL
in collaboration with ABB Power Plant Laboratories' Advanced Computers and Controls department has developed a
new vision-based Independent Tube Verification system (GENESIS ITVS™ ). The system employ's a model-based
tube-shape detection algorithm and dynamic tracking methodology to detect the true tool position and its offsets
from identified tube location.

GENESIS ITVS™ is an automatic Independent Tube Verification System (ITVS). Independent tube verification is a
tube validation technique using computer vision, and not using any robot position parameters. This process
independently counts the tubes in the horizontal and vertical axes of the plane of the steam generator tube sheet as
the work tool is moved. Thus it knows the trae position in the steam generator, given a known starting point. This is
analogous to the operator's method of counting tubes for verification, but it is automated.

GENESIS ITVS™ works independent of the robot position, velocity, or acceleration. The tube position information is
solely obtained from the actual image, processed by machine vision. The direction of motion, and orientation, of the
robot tool can be predicted through the dynamic tracking algorithm. Then the absolute coordinates of the tube can
be determined through a proprietary method from the image coordinates.

Another feature of ITVS is the on-line robot and tool position fine-tuning. When ITVS detects the tool position, it
will report the offsets of the tool position from the tube center, it also reports the robot deflection in the Z-direction.
When ITVS detects these offsets, the GENESIS control system will control the robot to automatically align the tool
with the center tube and correct for a nominal Z-distance from the tubesheet.

A couple of field tests have demonstrated this system's potential to reduce the human error and increase the
productivity in the inspection of Nuclear Steam generators.


